Rabbits

Books
The Tale of Peter Rabbit - Beatrix Potter
What Time Is It, Peter Rabbit? - Fredrick Warne
Dear Peter Rabbit - Alma Florada
The Spring Rabbit - Joyce Dunbar
The Tale of Benjamin Bunny - Beatrix Potter
The Carrot Seed - Ruth Krauss
The Velveteen Rabbit - Margery Williams
Tops and Bottoms - Janet Stevens
The Bunny Book - Richard Scary

Poem

Five Little Rabbits

Five little rabbits (hold up five fingers)
Sitting by the door,
One hopped away, and then there were four. (bend down one finger)

Refrain:
Hop, hop, hop, hop, (clap on each hop)
See how they run!
Hop, hop, hop, hop, (clap on each hop)
They think it is great fun!

Four little rabbits (hold up four fingers)
Under a tree,
One hopped away, and then there were three. (bend down one finger)

Repeat refrain

Three little rabbits (hold up three fingers)
Looking at you,
One hopped away, and then there were two. (bend down one finger)
Repeat refrain

Two little rabbits (hold up two fingers)
Resting in the sun,
One hopped away, and there was one. (bend down one finger)

Repeat refrain

One little rabbit (hold up one finger)
Left all alone,
He hopped away, and there there were none. (put hand behind back)

Hop, hop, hop, hop! (clap on each hop)
All gone away!
Hop, hop, hop, hop! (clap on each hop)
They’ll come back some day.
~ Author Unknown

**Literacy Activities**

Go to [Peter Rabbit](http://www.peterrabbit.com/) For activities to go with Beatrix Potter’s books.

[Coloring Page](http://www.coloring-book.info/coloring/coloring_page.php?id=50)

[Peter Rabbit Story Characters](https://sites.google.com/site/beatrixpotterstories/beatrix-potter-characters/the-tale-of-peter-rabbit-characters)